ADIC’s volunteersare motivated
PhD‐students, engineers, Master students
and Post‐Docs from Institut Curie

Association of PhD students
We welcome people
interested in social
integration and in
organizing Curie events.

and young researchers of
the Institut Curie

Go to the website and subscribe for
the CA-ADIC mailing list.
Attend our events and meetings
Contact us by email

www.adic.curie.fr

u-adic@curie.fr
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Association of PhD students

and young researchers of
the Institut Curie

Together with another European research
institution, the ADIC organizes every year a joint
youn young scientists retrat. Supported by the

Training Unit, the purpose of this retreat, is
to get together in a relaxed environment to
discuss science, participate in career workshops
and build your network with other young
scientists.

ReSiPi (Research‐Science & Pizza) and Ratatouille seminars
aim to provide a platform for young researchers willing to
present their work in an informal manner. Pizzas are
provided for lunch.
ReSiPi seminars take place in Orsay and Ratatouille in Paris.

young scientists of the
Institut Curie

the transition and
integration into your
professional career

the working
environment of PhD
students

the participation of
young researchers in
their scientific life

As a member of the YRLS Federation, the ADIC helps every
year to organize the year to organize the YRLS conferences.
This congress aims to provide young researchers with a
favorable scientific environment for discussion and
presentation and allows them to build a network.

The aim of those meetings is to make young researchers
meet with people who obtained their PhD in academia,
working in industry, governmental agencies or in academia,
but not as a researcher. These meetings take place every two
months and the location changes every time.

Several Aperos and Parties are organized throughout
the year. They take place at "Chez Marie" on the
Paris site and are a great opportunity to meet
colleagues from Paris, Orsay and Saint‐Cloud.

Together with the Training Unit, the
ADIC organizes every year French
cdffezf
language courses for every collaborator of

Institut Curie willing to learn French or improve
their French level.

Happy Fridays take place every second Friday
from 6 to 8 pm. This event allows you to meet
and discuss with colleagues at the end of the
week or even between two experiments.

The Forum BIOTechno takes place once a year in
different cities and aims at encouraging interactions
between young researchers and the different actors
of the biotechnology field and related fields. This
event helps young researchers with their career
development through discussions about innovation,
technology transfer, consulting, and management.

